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Kubo’s fluctuation theory of line shape forms the backbone of our understanding of optical and vibra-
tional line shapes, through such concepts as static heterogeneity and motional narrowing. However,
the theory does not properly address the effects of quantum coherences on optical line shape, espe-
cially in extended systems where a large number of eigenstates are present. In this work, we study
the line shape of an exciton in a one-dimensional lattice consisting of regularly placed and equally
separated optical two level systems. We consider both linear array and cyclic ring systems of different
sizes. Detailed analytical calculations of line shape have been carried out by using Kubo’s stochastic
Liouville equation (SLE). We make use of the observation that in the site representation, the Hamil-
tonian of our system with constant off-diagonal coupling J is a tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix (TDTM)
whose eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are known analytically. This identification is particularly use-
ful for long chains where the eigenvalues of TDTM help understanding crossover between static and
fast modulation limits. We summarize the new results as follows. (i) In the slow modulation limit
when the bath correlation time is large, the effects of spatial correlation are not negligible. Here the
line shape is broadened and the number of peaks increases beyond the ones obtained from TDTM
(constant off-diagonal coupling element J and no fluctuation). (ii) However, in the fast modulation
limit when the bath correlation time is small, the spatial correlation is less important. In this limit, the
line shape shows motional narrowing with peaks at the values predicted by TDTM (constant J and no
fluctuation). (iii) Importantly, we find that the line shape can capture that quantum coherence affects
in the two limits differently. (iv) In addition to linear chains of two level systems, we also consider a
cyclic tetramer. The cyclic polymers can be designed for experimental verification. (v) We also build
a connection between line shape and population transfer dynamics. In the fast modulation limit, both
the line shape and the population relaxation, for both correlated and uncorrelated bath, show similar
behavior. However, in slow modulation limit, they show profoundly different behavior. (vi) This study
explains the unique role of the rate of fluctuation (inverse of the bath correlation time) in the sustenance
and propagation of coherence. We also examine the effects of off-diagonal fluctuation in spectral line
shape. Finally, we use Tanimura-Kubo formalism to derive a set of coupled equations to include
temperature effects (partly neglected in the SLE employed here) and effects of vibrational mode in
energy transfer dynamics. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4983223]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen an enormous growth of interest
in the energy transfer processes in photosynthetic systems1,2

and in conjugated polymers.3–7 In addition to these important
systems, the study of excitonic energy transfer in molecu-
lar crystals has been a subject of long and sustained interest.
Experimentally one studies not only energy transfer dynam-
ics but also optical line shapes in these systems. Line shape is
one of the most important tools by which we study dynamics
in correlated systems and thereby understand the role of the
different factors in a given energy transfer process. However,
most of the theoretical studies of coherence have been limited
to molecular systems, like studies of electronic and vibrational
coherence in molecules and dimers. That is, extended systems

a)Email: profbiman@gmail.com

have not been studied adequately in the past. Recent pioneer-
ing works by Fleming and co-workers have given impetus to
the latter problem.1

Several recent studies have been devoted to the efficiency
of energy transfer in photosynthetic and model dimer sys-
tems.8–15 In a recent work, Moix, Khasin, and Cao16 have
studied the effect of static disorder and dephasing in diffu-
sion of exciton and line shape concluding that with increase of
the dephasing rate, line shape becomes Lorentzian (as may be
expected). However, in the opposite limit, i.e., in the limit of
small dephasing rate, the line shape is Gaussian. In an extended
correlated system, coherence is propagated and promoted by
the presence of a significant time independent off-diagonal
coupling between different spatially separated groups or sites.
Here coherence takes a somewhat different shape than what
we encounter in energy relaxation in an isolated molecular
systems where coherence is discussed among, say, differ-
ent vibrational energy levels.17–21 The situation is even more
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complicated in an extended quantum system in the presence of
dynamical disorder.22 As far we are aware, there is yet no sys-
tematic study of these two factors on the coherence and line
shape even in two level dimeric systems. Most of the stud-
ies employ quantum master equation formalism which has
certain limitations. First, one needs to employ perturbative
expansion and truncation (mostly after 2nd order) which is
not appropriate for photosynthetic systems. Second, approach
is often Markovian. Third, it is difficult to take into account
spatial correlations which could be important in a correlated
system. To mimic these types of systems and to avoid such
kind of approximations, one may require a theory which is
more rigorous.

There are certain lacunae even in the established stud-
ies. A connection between population transfer dynamics that
easily reflects the presence of coherences through oscillatory
time dependence and the optically measured line shapes has
not been explored. Also, detailed analysis of the propagation
of coherences (off-diagonal elements) in both slow and fast
modulation limit has also not been performed. Furthermore,
line shape behavior during crossover from slow to fast mod-
ulation limit, i.e., intermediate regime has not been examined
yet.

Experimentally first Zewail and Harris23–25 and sub-
sequently Fayer and Harris26,27 observed the presence of
quantum coherence in early eighties. Haken et al.28–30 and
independently Silbey and Yarkony31,32 calculated absorption
line shape in the presence of exciton transfer in dimer. Their
study was limited to the case where the line shape was
Lorentzian. Later Sumi33 explained Gaussian and Lorentzian
behavior of the line shape in strong scattering and weak scat-
tering limit. Silbey and Jackson34 further investigated the
exciton transfer line shape which mainly highlighted Sumi’s
observation. The main limitation of these studies was the
restriction of the Markov process. Scholes et al.35,36 exper-
imentally detected splitting of absorption band of dimer
naphthalene though the absorption bands were not symmet-
ric due to the contribution of vibration. Jang and Silbey37

assumed quasi-static disorder and calculated line shape for
a model dimer and B850 ring of LH2 photosynthetic complex
using quantum master equation based formalism. Schröder
et al.38 considered static disorder and compared line shape
of B850 ring of LH2 using several Markovian and approx-
imated non-Markovian formalisms in the cases of short,
medium, and long bath correlation time. Most of the above
studies employed either Markovian approximation or approx-
imated non-Markovian theories and dynamic disorder was
not considered completely. Few years ago, Donehue et al.39

studied cyclic thiophene oligomers of 12, 18, 24, and 30
repeating units. From a three pulse photon echo shift mea-
surement, they concluded that with increasing ring size, cou-
pling to the bath weakened whereas intra-molecular coupling
increased.

As the present study focuses on optical line shape, we
first briefly discuss the pioneering work of Kubo.40,41 This
work of Kubo created the language we use in the discus-
sion of line shapes. The analysis is general and was originally
developed to explain nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) line
shape.42–44

Kubo’s analysis starts with a simple stochastic equation of
motion for the coordinate x(t) of a harmonic oscillator coupled
with its environment,

ẋ (t) = iω (t) x (t) , (1)

where x(t) is the harmonic oscillator co-ordinate and ω(t) is
the frequency modulation by the interaction with environment.
Time dependent frequency is expressed as

ω (t) = ω0 + δω (t) . (2)

In Kubo formalism, the spectral line shape is defined as

I (ω) =
1

2π

∞∫
−∞

e−iωt〈exp
*..
,
i

t∫
0

δω (s) ds
+//
-〉 dt, (3)

where 〈. . .〉 implies an averaging over a time trajectory, that is,
a time average. When the frequency modulation is a Gaussian
Markov stationary process, the cumulant beyond the second
order vanishes. Since the time correlation function of the
frequency modulation is exponential in time, the integral in
the exponent can be carried out and the final expression is
well-known and is given by

φ (t) = exp

[
−∆2τ2

c

{
exp

(
−

t
τc

)
+

t
τc
− 1

}]
, (4)

where ∆ is the strength of the random modulation and τc is the
relaxation time.

For slow modulation case, when τc is large, line shape is
Gaussian and termed as inhomogenously broadened. For fast
modulation case, time correlation function is exponential and
line shape is Lorentzian which is often, as mentioned above,
referred to as the motional narrowing limit. As the cumulant
expansion beyond 2nd order vanishes, one may think that the
above approach is correct but it may fail even for Gaussian
bath, for the following reason. In the interaction representation
(Eq. (7)), the full interaction is quantum mechanical and proper
time ordering is required to truncate the cumulant expansion.
Thus, even when the classical bath is Gaussian, the cumulant
expansion may not be truncated trivially at the second order.
The main point here is that the quantum stochastic Liouville
equation (QSLE) does not suffer from such limitations and it
can be implemented exactly for two state Poisson bath. The
implementation of QSLE for Gaussian bath in principle can
also be done exactly (as shown in Refs. 44 and 19). However
its implementation is difficult, because one needs to include at
least 6 or 7 excited bath states which make even a numerical
approach prohibitively difficult. Nevertheless, QSLE provides
an exact approach to the problem of quantum-classical mixed
problems we encounter in spectroscopy.

It is straightforward to apply the QSLE-based Kubo line
shape formalism even when we have multiple energy states
participating in the dynamical process, such as in a dimer.
However, the solution is now non-trivial. The reason is the
increase of the number of fluctuation sources. For a dimer, we
can now have two diagonal fluctuations and one off-diagonal
fluctuation terms. In addition, there is usually a constant off-
diagonal term in the dimer. The constant off-diagonal term
gives rise to pronounced oscillations produced by quantum
coherence between the two states.
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As discussed by several authors, there are two well-
known physical systems where coherence in population trans-
fer dynamics could play important role. These are (i) thin films
of conjugated polymers and (ii) photosynthetic reaction center.
In both these systems, interplay between off-diagonal coupling
J and fluctuation or dynamic disorder can limit the extent
of coherence. Note that even in the absence of time depen-
dent fluctuation, one can have static disorder in off-diagonal
coupling. This could be particularly prevalent in thin films of
conjugated polymer.

The initial theories of exciton transfer of Haken-Strobl-
Reineker and that of Silbey et al. are based on the following
standard (often referred to as Haken-Strobl) Hamiltonian:

Htot = HS + HB + Hint, (5)

where system (exciton) Hamiltonian is defined as a sum over
lattice sites (running indices k and l)

HS =
∑

k

ω0 |k〉 〈k | +
∑
k,l
k,l

Jkl |k〉 〈l |. (6)

Here ω0 is the energy of an electronic exciton localized at
site k and Jkl is the time independent off-diagonal interaction
between excitations at sites k and l. HB is the bath Hamiltonian
and H int is the interaction Hamiltonian between the system and
the bath. We go over to the interaction representation of the
bath to write the Hamiltonian as follows:

H(t) = HS + V (t), (7)

where, after setting ~ = 1, V (t) has the following form:

V (t) = eiHBtVclasse
−iHBt . (8)

Thus in the interaction representation of the bath, the cou-
pling potential is time dependent which can be expressed as
follows:

V (t) =
∑

k

|k〉 〈k | Vd(t) +
∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l | Vod(t). (9)

Here Vd(t) denotes diagonal (local) and Vod(t) represents off-
diagonal (non-local) parts of the fluctuating potential V int .
As is customary in Kubo’s stochastic Liouville equation,
we model V (t) by a stochastic function with known statis-
tical properties. Using the above Hamiltonian, Bagchi and
Oxtoby,45 as well as Dutta and Bagchi46 studied exciton diffu-
sion in a one dimensional system of regularly placed two level
systems, both in continuum and in discrete limits, respectively.
We assume both the fluctuations to be described by Poisson
stochastic process. In fact, the Poisson bath can be consid-
ered as a limiting form of Gaussian bath. In case of Poisson
bath, diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements jump between
two values (±V ) such that the average of each matrix element
is zero. For most of the calculations reported here, we have,
for simplicity, neglected the off-diagonal fluctuations. For real
systems (photo-synthetic systems), off-diagonal fluctuations
are often small compared to the diagonal one. However, we
have considered an interesting role of off-diagonal fluctuations
in exciton transport mechanism.

In this work, we are primarily interested in the study of
quantum coherence that could be obtained from the optical

line shapes in extended systems. In particular, we explore the
correlation between optical line shape and quantum coher-
ence in extended systems composed of equally spaced two
levels. We also consider cyclic polymers composed of the
correlated two level systems. We also briefly discuss the tem-
perature effect and inclusion of vibrational mode in excitionic
equation of motion which can be later used to study the real
photosynthetic systems and conjugate polymers.

The main objectives of the present works are the fol-
lowing: (1) to study the line shape for excitation transfer in
discrete model systems in slow and fast modulation limit, (2)
to explore the effects of diagonal fluctuation for both corre-
lated and uncorrelated bath case on the line shape for linear
and cyclic systems, (3) to connect population transfer dynam-
ics with line shape in both slow modulation and fast modulation
limit for both linear and cyclic systems, and (4) to perform a
detailed analysis of the propagation of coherence for corre-
lated and uncorrelated bath case in slow and fast modulation
limit.

In fast modulation limit, we obtain nearly the same results
when all the baths are fully correlated (a limit we refer to as
the correlated bath) as when they are completely uncorrelated.
In this limit, both the line shape and the occupation probabil-
ity function (OPF) are found to behave in a similar manner.
However, in the slow modulation limit, the spatial correlation
is found to be important. In the latter case, the line shapes as
well as population transfer dynamics for the correlated bath
and uncorrelated bath are significantly different. We attribute
this to the effects of quantum coherence affecting the two limits
differently.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows:
In Sec. II, we explain Kubo’s quantum stochastic Liouville
equation (QSLE). In Sec. III, we discuss eigenvalue and eigen-
vector of Toeplitz matrix to explain line shape behavior in
fast modulation limit. In Sec. IV, we describe calculation
of line shape function for monomer. In Sec. V, we eluci-
date line shape calculation for multichromophoric systems.
In Sec. VI, we qualitatively explain the role of off-diagonal
fluctuation on line shape. In Sec. VII, we illustrate occupation
probability function using QSLE. In Sec. VIII, we explore
the propagation of coherence for correlated and uncorrelated
bath case (diagonal fluctuation). In Sec. IX, we discuss the
limitation of QSLE and effect of temperature on line shape
and exciton transfer dynamics. In Sec. X, we discuss the
temperature dependent equation of motion and the effect of
vibrational mode on the exciton transfer dynamics. Finally,
in Sec. XI, we draw the conclusion. Coupled equation of
motion for dimer system in case of correlated bath can be
found in Appendix A. Derivation coupled equation of motion
for linear tetramer for uncorrelated bath case is provided in
Appendix B.

II. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC LIOUVILLE EQUATION

Quantum stochastic Liouville equation (QSLE) was
derived by Kubo to incorporate stochastic fluctuations in quan-
tum Liouville equation. QSLE is ideally suited to describe
dynamics of a quantum system interacting with a classical
bath. It is extensively applied to electron spin resonance (ESR)
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and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies as well as
vibrational relaxation (for both energy and phase).

There are several studies of such coupled quantum system-
classical bath systems.47–50 Skinner and co-workers51,52 made
a notable contribution in this area in the context spectroscopy.
Hernandez and Voth53 explored the role of classical mechanics
in defining coherence in quantum system through the calcula-
tion of time correlation function. Bagchi and Oxtoby studied
exciton transport in one dimensional lattice considering cor-
related bath and uncorrelated bath for continuum model using
QSLE. It was shown in the latter work that population transfer
dynamics is sensitive to the nature of bath fluctuations in the
non-Markovian limit.

We start with the quantum Liouville equation,

∂ρ

∂ t
= −

i
~

[
H(t), ρ

]
, (10)

where the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (7). The master equation
for probability measure is provided as follows:

∂W (V, t)
∂ t

= ΓVW (V, t), (11)

where V is the random energy variable representing diagonal
and off-diagonal fluctuations, W (V, t) is the probability that
the random variable has a value V at time t, and ΓV is the
stochastic diffusion operator. For Gaussian-Markov process,
the stochastic diffusion operator is a Fokker-Planck operator.
For a Poisson bath, the stochastic operator can be represented
by a matrix, as described in Sec. IV.

Now a joint probability distribution P(ρ,V,t) is defined as
follows:

P (ρ, V, t) = 〈δ (ρ − ρ(t)) δ (V − V(t))〉 . (12)

The joint probability distribution, as the name and notation
both denote, gives the probability of finding the system and
bath term in given states simultaneously at time t. The average
is to be taken over both system and bath variables.

In the next step, one derives an equation of motion for
the joint probability distribution. We shall forego the details
as they have described in many places. For the present work,
we define a reduced density matrix σ(t) as,

σ(t) =
∫

dρ ρ P (ρ, V, t) . (13)

The integration is an averaging over the system variable to
obtain the bath dependent dynamics.

Kubo showed that the reduced density matrix follows the
following modified, stochastic quantum Liouville equation:

∂σ

∂t
= −

i
~

[H(t),σ] + Γvσ. (14)

Eq. (14) is known as Kubo’s stochastic Liouville equation.
The above equation can be used to study the energy transfer
dynamics of the system. A different form of the equation is
used to obtain the line shape function.44 In this study, we have
considered both correlated and uncorrelated bath cases. For
correlated bath case, all the diagonal and off-diagonal fluctu-
ations are spatially correlated all the time. On the other hand,
for uncorrelated bath case, all the diagonal and off-diagonal
fluctuations are completely uncorrelated.

III. USEFUL PROPERTIES OF TRIDIAGONAL
TOEPLITZ MATRIX: EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS TO ANALYZE NATURE
OF THE LINE SHAPE IN FAST MODULATION LIMIT

The study of coherence in our extended system of an
array of two levels becomes simplified considerably by the
use of certain properties of matrix algebra. In the absence of
any fluctuation in the off-diagonal and diagonal terms, our
system Hamiltonian with constant off-diagonal coupling J is
a tri-diagonal Toeplitz matrix54–56 in the site representation
for linear system. This leads to several non-trivial observa-
tions. First, we have an analytic closed form expression for
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system. If we denote
the off-diagonal terms by J, then the tri-diagonal matrix is
given by

*.............
,

ω0 J 0 0 0 0 0 .........

J ω0 J 0 0 0 0 ........

0 J ω0 0 0 0 .......

0 0 J ω0 J 0 0 0 .....

.............................

.......................... J ω0

+/////////////
-

. (15)

Another remarkable property of this tri-diagonal Toeplitz
matrix is that all the tri-diagonal Toeplitz matrices have same
eigenvectors.

Another important result is that when N → ∞, i.e., for
infinite number of sites, for both linear and cyclic models, all
the eigenvalues are bounded. For both of the systems, max-
imum and minimum eigenvalues are ω0 ± 2J. Consequently
for infinite size system, we obtain a dense spectrum with large
number of peaks.

In the fast modulation limit when the rate of fluctuation
is high and amplitudes of diagonal and off-diagonal coupling
constants are small, the unperturbed system Hamiltonian can
be used to analyze the nature of the line shape, particularly
the positions of the peaks of the spectrum. In this case, system
Hamiltonian is a Toeplitz matrix. We note in passing that for
cyclic models, the matrices are known as circulant. The eigen-
values of Toeplitz matrix for linear and cyclic models give
positions of the line shape peaks. Square of the coefficients in
each eigenstates is related to the intensity of each peak. For
linear and cyclic models, the expressions of eigenvalue and
coefficients which are required to obtain the eigenstates are
provided as follows.

A. Linear models

Here the eigenvalues are given by54,56

Ej = ω0 + 2J cos
jπ

N + 1
(eigenvalues), (16)

Cjk =

(
2

N + 1

)1/2

sin
jkπ

N + 1
(coefficients of eigenvectors),

(17)

where N is total number of site, j = 1,2,3,. . .,N, and also
k = 1,2,3,. . .,N. Note the following important points. First,
the eigenvalues are bounded between ω0 + 2J and ω0 � 2J.
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Therefore, in the large N limit, the eigenvalues almost form
a continuum. This is an important result as it suggests that
the spectrum can be broad in the large N limit but bounded
between the two limits given above. Second, the eigenfunc-
tions can be easily found in an analytical form, from Equation
(17). Thus, for a trimer where the unperturbed basis sets are
localized site functions, the expressions for the eigenstates are
as follows:

ψ1 = 0.5φ1 + 0.71φ2 + 0.5φ3, with E1 = ω0 + J/
√

2

ψ2 = 0.71φ1 − 0.71φ3, with E2 = ω0

ψ3 = 0.5φ1 − 0.71φ2 + 0.5φ3, with E3 = ω0 − J/
√

2

, (18)

where ψi denotes the ith eigenstate of the system with eigen-
value Ej, and φi denotes ith molecular states without any
intersite coupling.

The eigenvalues give the positions of the absorption max-
ima in the motional narrowing limit. There can be additional
maxima in the case of static modulation, as we show later.
Coefficients of eigenvectors are related to the intensities of
the peaks. For all linear systems with odd number of sites,
the centered peak has large intensity than the others and for
those consisting of an even number of sites, the two peaks in
the center have same intensity which is greater than all other
peaks. For cyclic system, the situation is different and rather
interesting. Here the intensities of peaks at lower frequency are
greater than those at higher frequency due to the degeneracy
of states.

Since the eigenvectors of our Toeplitz matrix are fully
known, we can easily write down expressions for the wave
functions of larger systems.

B. Cyclic models

In this case also we have analytical expressions of eigen-
values and eigenvectors that are given by similar expressions,

Ej = ω0 + 2J cos
2π (j − 1)

N
(eigenvalues) (19)

Cjk =
1
√

N
exp

[
2πi (k − 1) (j − 1)

N

] (
Coefficients for

eigenvectors
)
, (20)

where N is total number of site, j = 1,2,3,. . .,N, and also k
= 1,2,3,. . .,N.

For infinite number of site eigenvalues attain the maxi-
mum.

The peak positions obtained from QSLE equation are
exactly the same as the ones given above.

For cyclic trimer, the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to
doubly degenerate state. All the eigenstates are provided as
follows:

ψ1 = 0.58 (φ1 + φ2 + φ3) , with E1 = ω0 + 2J ,

ψ2 = 0.82φ1 − 0.41φ2 − 0.41φ3

ψ3 = 0.82φ1 + 0.71φ2 − 0.71φ3

; with E1 = ω0 − 2J . (21)

In this case, intensity of the first peak is greater than that of
the last peak. Due to degeneracy, we obtain only two peaks.

Toeplitz matrices are quite useful to describe the peak
positions of line shape or splitting of line shape. Knoester
and co-workers57 used eigenvalues and eigenvectors for tridi-
agonal matrix for linear systems. However in this work, we
have used eigenvalues and eigenvectors for both linear and
cyclic models and compared the prediction of peak posi-
tions (eigenvalues) with the line shape obtained from QSLE
approach.

IV. CALCULATION OF LINE SHAPE
FUNCTION: MONOMER

We first present a study of monomer with QSLE as this
is not only the simplest system (as only the site energy is sub-
jected to the fluctuating environment) but also it helps bringing
certain important aspects about QSLE in focus, as discussed
below. We note that this is the same system as the one studied
by Kubo long time ago to initiate systematic study of line shape
problems, as discussed in Sec. I. Kubo’s treatment however
was phenomenological while the treatment given below fol-
lows a more accurate alternative derivation (again by Kubo and
discussed below). Here we start with the following generalized
definition of the line shape function:44

I(ω) =
µ2

π
Re 〈0| X(iω) |0〉 , (22)

where

Ẋ(t) = iHX + ΓX . (23)

Here, the whole quantity inside the bra and ket multiplied
by the pre-factor is similar as Fourier transform of transition
dipole moment-dipole moment correlation function.

In the case of the Poisson bath, one can write the stochastic
bath operator Γ and the eigenvectors as follows:

Γ =
*...
,

−
b
2

b
2

b
2
−

b
2

+///
-

; |0〉 =

(
1
1

)
; 〈0| =

(
1
2

1
2

)
. (24)

We consider the ground state energy as zero. Then the Hamil-
tonian consists of energy of the excited state and diagonal
fluctuation due to interaction of system with bath. Line shape
function is given as

I(ω) =
µ2

π

bd

[
V2

d + (ω − ω0)2
]

[
V2

d + (ω − ω0)2
]2

+ 4b2
d(ω − ω0)2

. (25)

Figure 1 shows the line shape for the monomer. In this
case, ω is scaled by V2

d /bd . We have kept the ratio V2
d /bd

fixed. In this case, the change in the nature of line shape is
quite small as maximum intensity of the peak is ∼ bd

V2
d

and we

consider inverse of the same as a fixed number. If the ratio
is not kept fixed, then in the high value limit of bd , the line
shape approaches Kubo’s motional narrowing limit, that is, the
line shape is a sharp Lorentzian. However, when bd decreases,
the line shape broadens with low peak value of intensity but
it does not approach the Gaussian functional form predicted
by Kubo in this limit. This is probably due to the following
reasons. In Kubo’s treatment, the classical bath is assumed
to be Gaussian. As a result, cumulant expansion beyond 2nd
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FIG. 1. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for different value
of diagonal fluctuation strength and rate of fluctuation. Very small change in
line shape behavior is observed as we fixed V2

d /bd ratio.

order is zero though the method is not fully correct (Sec. I).
For Poisson bath case, all the cumulants exist and truncation
after second order does not provide exact results. However, the
approach we have used does not require such kind of approxi-
mation. The line shape for Poisson bath is exact for the chosen
Hamiltonian. Note here that Kubo’s simple line shape the-
ory treats both static and fast modulation limit in terms of ∆
and τc.

V. LINE SHAPE OF MULTICHROMOPHORIC SYSTEM

Here Kubo’s23 generalized line shape function can be
written as

I(ω) =
1
π

Re
∑
k,l

µk 〈0| Xkl(iω) |0〉 µl. (26)

In this work, we assume that all the molecules are the same
(all sites are equivalent) in all the models. Another important
assumption is that the transition dipole moment couples to
only one excitionic state. Hence from the definition of the line
shape, only one transition dipole moment vector is required and
the square of the transition dipole moment is the only constant
quantity (other than the population density) that affects peak
intensities.

If the transition dipole moments couple the ground state
with only one excited state (say 1st excited state or excited state
for site 1), we can write µ1 , 0 whereas all other elements are
zero.

Subsequently Eq. (26) is reduced to the following expres-
sion:

I(ω) =
µ2

1

π
Re 〈0| X11(iω) |0〉 , (27)

where

Ẋ(t) = iHX + ΓX. (28)

Xkl is defined in the eigen basis. We have considered that
all the molecules are identical and transition dipole moment
only couples to one of the exciton states initially. For this rea-
son, only the first component contributes to the line shape as
given by Eq. (26). The assumption is not valid for many real
cases.

We shall consider that the transition dipole moment as
unity.

Laplace transform of Eq. (28) gives

(s − iH − Γ) X [s] = 1. (29)

A. Dimer system

For a dimer, the Hamiltonian can be written generally as,

H = *
,

ω0 + Vd(t) J + Vod(t)

J + Vod(t) ω0 + Vd(t)
+
-

. (30)

The diagonal and off-diagonal fluctuations can take only two
values: ±Vd and ±Vod . In the subsequent discussions in this
section, we shall set off-diagonal fluctuation as zero. For
real systems like the photosynthetic system, the value of off-
diagonal fluctuations is quite low compared to the diagonal
fluctuation and other parameters present in the Hamiltonian.

Xkl have two components and given as x1 and x2 for two
excited states. We have used the Hamiltonian (Eq. (30)) which
is a 2 × 2 matrix and we have substituted s by iω in Eq. (29) to
obtain Eq. (31). The basic space for Eq. (29) is 2 × 2 matrix.
Hence it is convenient to write Eq. (29) in a general form as
Eq. (31),

(s − i (ω0 + Vd) − Γ) x1 − iJx2 = x0
1

(s − i (ω0 + Vd) − Γ) x1 − iJx2 = x0
2

, (31)

where x1 and x2 are the components of X, i.e., two different
excited states of two molecules. For dimer systems, 3 states are
possible when both the chromophores are in ground state and
one is in excited or vice versa. As mentioned before, transition
dipole moment only couples one of the excited states to the
ground state. Solving Eq. (31) for x1 with the condition x0

1 = 1
and x0

2 = 0, we obtain the element X11[iω] in the form

X11 [iω] = (AA − BB)−1A, (32)

where

A =
*..
,

iω − iω0 − iVd +
b
2

−
b
2

−
b
2

iω − iω0 + iVd +
b
2

+//
-

and

B = *
,

−iJ 0

0 −iJ
+
-

.

(33)

We now discuss the two limiting cases for bath fluctuations,
one fully correlated and the other fully uncorrelated. For uncor-
related bath, Eq. (31) will be different as one has to consider
all the fluctuations separately and invoke into Eq. (31).

1. Correlated bath

In case of the correlated bath, all the fluctuations are the
same. Hence Eq. (32) can be used directly to obtain Eq. (34).
For this case, we have used the definition of line shape, i.e.,
Eq. (27). Simple matrix operations (matrix multiplication, sub-
traction and inversion) are employed to obtain Eq. (34) from
Eq. (32).

Hence the analytical expression for line shape function is
given by
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I =
1

2π
Re

[
PQ2 + PJ2 + 2R3 − 2PQR + 2J2R − PR2 − QR2 + P2Q + J2Q(

P2 + J2 + R2) (
Q2 + J2 + R2) − (PR + RQ)2

]
, (34)

where

P =

(
iω − iω0 − iVd +

b
2

)
, Q =

(
iω − iω0 + iVd +

b
2

)
, R = −

bd

2
. (35)

For photosynthetic systems, spectroscopic measurements give
ω0 ∼ 12 500 cm�1 and J ∼ 100–300 cm�1. Here we set
J = 1; i.e., we scale all energy values by J. This gives ω0

= 125. Results are given in Figure 2.

2. Uncorrelated bath

Calculation of line shape of uncorrelated bath case is quite
lengthy as one has to consider all the contribution from each
of the uncorrelated bath. Hence both Eqs. (31) and (32) will be
changed as one has to add all the contributions from all inde-
pendent fluctuating terms and bath operators. We only provide
plots of the line shape function in Figure 3.

B. Linear tetramer

Similarly for linear 4 site model, we can write Eq. (29) as
follows:

FIG. 2. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for dimer system at
J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for correlated bath. Only bd varies from low value to high
value. Going from slow modulation to fast modulation limit, multiple peaks
are merged with each other to show sharp and narrowed peaks.

FIG. 3. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for dimer system
at J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for uncorrelated bath. Only bd varies from low value to
high value. In slow modulation limit number of peaks are less than that of
correlated bath case and peaks are broadened. In case of fast modulation limit
intensity and broadening of all the peaks are greater than that of correlated
bath case.

Ax1 + Bx2 = 1

Bx1 + Ax2 + Bx3 = 0

Bx2 + Ax3 + Bx4 = 0

Bx3 + Ax4 = 0

. (36)

By solving the above Eq. (36), we get the expression of X11[iω]
as follows:

X11 [iω] =
1
2

[(A + B) A − BB]−1 (A + B)

+
1
2

[(A − B) A − BB]−1 (A − B) . (37)

A and B are already given for the case of two site model.

1. Correlated bath

Results are given in Figure 4 where the approach to the
motional narrowing limit is observed with increase in bd .

2. Uncorrelated bath

The results are depicted in Figure 5.

C. Cyclic tetramer

Similarly for cyclic 4 site model, we can write Eq. (29) as
follows:

Ax1 + Bx2 + Bx4 = 1

Bx1 + Ax2 + Bx3 = 0

Bx2 + Ax3 + Bx4 = 0

Bx1 + Bx3 + Ax4 = 0

. (38)

By solving the above Eq. (38), we get the expression of X11[iω]
as follows:

FIG. 4. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for linear tetramer
system at J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for correlated bath. Only bd varies from low value to
high value. With increasing the rate of fluctuation, number of peaks decreases
and all the peaks suggest motional narrowing behavior. Maximum intensity
of the peaks is larger for dimer system than that of linear tetramer.
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FIG. 5. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for linear tetramer
system at J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for uncorrelated bath. Only bd varies from low
value to high value. In slow modulation limit, peaks are broadened and with
increasing the modulation rate splitting of the peaks is taking place. Motional
narrowing limit can be obtained by increasing bd to a very large value (greater
than that of uncorrelated bath case).

X11 [iω] =
1
2

[(A + B) (A + B) − BB]−1 (A + B)

+
1
2

[(A − B) (A − B) − BB]−1 (A − B) . (39)

1. Correlated bath

The calculated results are given in Figure 6.

2. Uncorrelated bath

The calculated results are given in Figure 7.
We now briefly discuss the essential nature of Figures 2–7.

In all of these figures, we have plotted the line shape for both
correlated and uncorrelated bath for dimer, linear tetramer,
and cyclic tetramer. For both the baths, the inter-site coupling
J acts as an off-diagonal perturbation and is responsible for
the splitting of the peaks. For linear system, the number of
peaks is equal to the number of sites. For cyclic systems, the
number of peaks is in accordance with the cyclic symmetry
(that is, number of sites minus unity for cyclic tetramer). How-
ever, further splitting of the peak occurs with lowering the
rate of fluctuation bd . In the slow modulation limit of bath
fluctuation, the stochastic perturbation can enhance coherence
and give rise to new features. For all the models when bd is
quite low we have obtained multiple peaks and sometimes

FIG. 6. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for cyclic tetramer
system at J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for correlated bath. Only bd varies from low value
to high value. When we go from slow modulation to fast modulation limit,
each pair of peaks merges with the other to produce a single peak. Maximum
intensity of peaks for cyclic system is greater than that of linear system with
same number of sites.

FIG. 7. Line shape function is plotted against frequency for cyclic tetramer
system at J = 1, Vd = 0.5 for uncorrelated bath. Only bd varies from low
value to high value. In slow modulation limit peaks are broadened and with
increasing the rate of fluctuation, intensity of peaks increases and shows the
narrowing behavior.

the number of peaks is more than the number of sites present
in the model. With increase in bd , the stochastic perturbation
vanishes and only the splitting due to the inter-site coupling
survives. Also with increase in the rate of fluctuation, each of
the peaks becomes sharp and their intensity increases. This
limit is known as motional narrowing limit. For uncorrelated
bath case, line shapes are broadened than that of correlated
bath case. However, with increase in the number of sites, the
broadening increases for uncorrelated bath case. The reason
is as follows, with increase in number of sites, the number
of uncorrelated baths increases which effectively destroys the
mixing of the states. Another important feature is that with
increase in number of sites for both linear and cyclic models,
the intensity of the line shape decreases because of the fact that
with increase in number of sites the delocalization of exciton
as well as the coherence increases. The above site dependent
study supports the observation of Donehue et al.39 where they
have observed with increase in ring size system-bath coupling
gets weaker and intra-molecular coupling increases. When bd

is very high, i.e., in case of extreme motional narrowing limit,
line shapes for both correlated and uncorrelated bath show
similar behavior. However, the difference between correlated
and uncorrelated bath increases with increase in the number
of sites.

VI. EFFECT OF OFF-DIAGONAL FLUCTUATIONS
ON LINE SHAPE

As highlighted earlier, in natural photosynthetic complex,
the off-diagonal fluctuation is negligibly small compared to
the diagonal fluctuation. We have also studied the effect of
off-diagonal fluctuations in line shape though the results are
not shown. Small amount of off-diagonal fluctuation breaks
the symmetry of the peaks, i.e., the peak position shifts. How-
ever, with increase in the off-diagonal fluctuation, all the peaks
merge with each other. Because of the off-diagonal fluctua-
tions, inter-site coupling, i.e., J fluctuates which is responsible
for the mixing of the states. As a result, splitting of the peaks
ensues. In real systems, where all the fluctuations are present
the line shapes are not symmetric. Scholes et al.35,36 observed
two peaks for dimer naphthalene; however, the line shape is
not symmetric due to the vibrational contribution.
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VII. OCCUPATION PROBABILITY FUNCTION (OPF)
IN LINEAR AND CYCLIC POLYMERS

In our previous work,46 we have studied occupation proba-
bility function (OPF) for linear polymer chain. Recently Flem-
ing and Ishizaki,14 Jang et al.,8 Aspuru-Guzik et al.,9,10 and
Chen and Silbey15 studied population relaxation dynamics in
dimer and Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex using dif-
ferent techniques. In this work, we have studied and compared
the OPF of linear and cyclic tetramer.

As before, in this case also, we have investigated and com-
pared correlated and uncorrelated bath cases. For the correlated
bath case, all the diagonal and off-diagonal fluctuations are
spatially correlated all the times. However, for uncorrelated
bath case, fluctuations are uncorrelated, i.e., independent of
each other at all the times. Correlated bath can also be called
as same bath as all the sites are facing same environment
always, whereas for uncorrelated bath case, all the sites are
facing different environments all the time. They represent two
extreme cases. In real systems, there must be a correlation
length beyond which the bath fluctuations become uncorre-
lated. Correlated bath case may partly mimic exciton transport
in the low temperature limit.

We have treated off-diagonal and diagonal fluctuation sep-
arately for uncorrelated bath case. For correlated bath case,
coupled equation of motion can be written as

∂σm

∂t
= −iHx

exσm − iVd

1∑
m′=0

(δm+1,m′ + δm−1,m′)

× *
,

∑
k

|k〉 〈k |+
-

x

σm′ − iVod

1∑
m′=0

(δm+1,m′ + δm−1,m′)

×
*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σm′ − mbσm, (40)

where Oxf = Of � fO. For correlated bath case, population of
each site is denoted as follows:

Pn (t) = 〈n| σ0 |n〉 , (41)

where n is the site number.
The QSLE for uncorrelated bath case can be written as

∂σ

∂t
= −

i
~

[H(t),σ] +
∑

j

Γjσ, (42)

where Γj is the stochastic force for jth random force.
For linear 4 sites model, four uncorrelated diagonal fluctu-

ations are available. Hence one can write the coupled equation
of motion for this system as follows (we have considered
~ = 1) (details are provided in Appendix B):

∂σjmnp

∂t
= −iω0*

,

4∑
k=1

|k〉 〈k |+
-

x

σjmnp − iJ
*...
,

4∑
k=1,l=1
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σjmnp − iVd

1∑
j′=0

(
δj+1,j′ + δj−1,j′

)
(|1〉 〈1|)xσj′mnp

− iVd

1∑
m′=0

(
δm+1,m′ + δm−1,m′

)
(|2〉 〈2|)xσjm′np − iVd

1∑
n′=0

(
δn+1,n′ + δn−1,n′

)
(|3〉 〈3|)xσjmn′p

− iVd

1∑
p′=0

(
δp+1,p′ + δp−1,p′

)
(|4〉 〈4|)xσjmnp′ − jbdσjmnp − mbdσjmnp − nbdσjmnp − pbdσjmnp. (43)

As stated before, Vd is the strength of the fluctuation. bd

denotes the rate of fluctuation. By symmetry, all the near-
est neighbor independent diagonal fluctuations have same
strength and also the same rate.

For uncorrelated bath with diagonal fluctuation, popu-
lation of each site for linear system can be represented as
follows:

Pn (t) = 〈n| σ N∏
i=1

ai

|n〉 , (44)

where n is the site number, N is the total number of site, and
a1,a2,a3,. . .,aN all the elements are zero. In this work, we
have considered a two state Poisson bath case which gives
two eigenvalues: 0 and –b (see Appendix B). For the case
with 0 eigenvalue, a1,a2,a3,. . .,aN elements are denoted with
zero and while the other with –b eigenvalue, a1,a2,a3,. . .,aN

elements are denoted by one.
For the cyclic 4 sites model, four uncorrelated diagonal

fluctuations are available. One can write the coupled equation
of motion for this system using QSLE as elaborated before.

We have defined normalized occupation probability func-
tion (OPF) as follows:

CP
n (t) =

Pn(t) − Pn(∞)
Pn(0) − Pn(∞)

, (45)

where Pn is the population of nth site. For uncorrelated bath
case with off-diagonal fluctuation, population is denoted as
Pn (t) = 〈n| σN−1∏

i=1
ai

|n〉 for linear model whereas for cyclic

model population is denoted as Pn (t) = 〈n| σ N∏
i=1

ai

|n〉, where

N is the total site number and a1,a2,a3,. . .,aN all the elements
are zero. We have calculated OPF for uncorrelated bath case
with off-diagonal fluctuation for both 4 sites linear and cyclic
model.

For uncorrelated bath case with only off-diagonal fluc-
tuations, population for 4 sites linear model can be denoted
as Pn(t) = 〈n|σ000 |n〉 because three uncorrelated off-diagonal
fluctuations are present. However, population for 4 sites cyclic
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FIG. 8. Comparison plot of normal-
ized occupation probability functions
between the correlated and the uncor-
related bath (off-diagonal fluctuation)
in slow modulation limit for (a) linear
tetramer (b) cyclic tetramer at J = 1,
Vod = 0.5, and bod = 0.5. C1(t), C2(t),
and C3(t) are the normalized occupa-
tion probability function for site 1, site
2, and site 3, respectively. Solid line
corresponds to correlated bath case and
dashed line indicates uncorrelated bath
case with off-diagonal fluctuation.

model can be designated as Pn(t) = 〈n|σ0000 |n〉 as four
uncorrelated fluctuations are present in this case.

A. Comparison of occupation probability function
(OPF) between correlated and uncorrelated bath
case (off-diagonal fluctuation)

We have calculated the occupation probability func-
tion (OPF) for correlated and uncorrelated bath in slow and
fast modulation limit. We have solved coupled equation of
motion numerically using Runge-Kutta fourth order method.
Dynamics of correlated bath does not involve diagonal fluc-
tuation. Hence to compare the correlated and uncorrelated
bath, we have calculated OPF for uncorrelated bath using
only off-diagonal fluctuation. Change in OPF for uncorre-
lated bath (diagonal fluctuation) is quite small with increase
in rate of fluctuation, i.e., going from slow to fast modulation
limit because coherence cannot be directly destroyed by the
diagonal fluctuation.

1. Slow modulation limit

The results are shown in Figure 8.
We have compared OPF between the correlated and the

uncorrelated bath case (only off-diagonal fluctuation) in slow
modulation limit (J = 1, Vod = 0.5, and bod = 0.5) for lin-
ear and cyclic tetramer in Figure 8. For both linear and
cyclic cases, correlated and uncorrelated bath OPFs show quite
different behaviors. Similar observation is obtained for line
shape in the slow modulation limit for both linear and cyclic
models.

In the slow modulation limit, we have observed multi-
ple peaks in the line shape and the number of observed peaks
is greater than that can be surmised from the splitting of the

energy levels and can be obtained from eigenvalues of Toeplitz
matrix (only J acts as a perturbation). For correlated bath
case, each of the peaks gets further splitted into two peaks
which could only happen if the stochastic bath fluctuations
themselves act as time independent multiple perturbations in
addition with the inter-site coupling constant J. This is an
interesting outcome of this study.

For the uncorrelated bath case, a similar pattern or behav-
ior can be observed if we decrease the bath modulation rate.
From occupation probability function, we also have observed
different behavior for correlated and uncorrelated bath case.
Oscillations are less for uncorrelated bath case because the
large number of uncorrelated baths effectively destroys the
coherence. The effect of stochastic bath fluctuation on coher-
ence can be observed if one modulates the strength of the
fluctuation with a fix modulation rate.

In the slow modulation limit case, if one decreases the
value of the fluctuation strength, oscillation in occupation
probability function increases which also suggests the increase
of coherence. Also with decrease in fluctuation strength, num-
ber of peaks in line shape, i.e., splitting of the line shape also
increases. In case of cyclic system, interference58 between two
possible path-ways increases the amplitude of oscillation in
OPF.

2. Motional narrowing limit

The results are shown in Figure 9.
We have compared OPF between the correlated and the

uncorrelated bath case with off-diagonal fluctuation in fast
modulation limit for both linear and cyclic tetramer at J = 1,
Vod = 0.5, and bod = 0.5 in Figure 9. In the fast modulation
limit (or the motional narrowing limit), oscillations in OPF for
both linear and cyclic model occur with large amplitude. Both

FIG. 9. Comparison plot of normal-
ized occupation probability functions
between the correlated and the uncor-
related bath (off-diagonal fluctuation)
in fast modulation limit for (a) linear
tetramer (b) cyclic tetramer at J = 1,
Vod = 0.5, and bod = 5. C1(t), C2(t),
and C3(t) are the normalized occupa-
tion probability function for site 1, site
2, and site 3, respectively. Solid line
corresponds to correlated bath case and
dashed line indicates uncorrelated bath
case with off-diagonal fluctuation.
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correlated and uncorrelated bath behave similarly in this limit.
Like OPF, we also obtain similar line shape for correlated
and uncorrelated bath and at a very high value of the rate of
fluctuation (extreme motional narrowing limit) the agreement
increases. In this limit, coherence survives in the system for a
long time due to the inter-site coupling. Peak positions of the
line shape coincide completely with the prediction obtained
from the eigenvalue spectrum of Toeplitz matrix (only inter-
site coupling J is involved). For high value of modulation
rate, strength of the fluctuation has small role on coherence
which is also clear from Eqs. (46) and (47) (given in Sec.
VIII). Also the presence of interference effect between two
possible ways of transfer shows sudden increase of oscilla-
tory dynamics in the intermediate time regime for the cyclic
system.

VIII. PROPAGATION OF QUANTUM COHERENCE

Propagation of coherence can be understood by studying
the effects of the off-diagonal elements present in the coupled
equation of motion for both correlated and uncorrelated bath
cases. In this work, we have studied off-diagonal elements in
equilibrium and excited bath modes for dimer system to exam-
ine which one dominates in slow and fast modulation limits,
and also to explore the role of the rate of fluctuation (either
bd or bod) in the propagation of coherence. According to the
eigenvalue spectrum of the diffusion operator (Appendix B)
for Poisson bath, two states are available (0 and –b). The
states associated with 0 eigenvalue are the equilibrium bath
mode and the states with –b eigenvalue are the excited bath
mode.

A. Correlated bath case

Fortunately, we can solve the coupled equations of motion
of exciton transfer dynamics (equations are provided in the
Appendix A) analytically for a dimer system. We assume that
initially there is no coherence and that the exciton is initially
placed at site 1. We have also solved the population relaxation
of each site in both slow modulation and fast modulation limit
for larger system. The expressions for off-diagonal elements
are provided as follows:

〈2|σ0 |1〉 = i sin 2Jt exp

(
−

bod

2
t

) [
bod

2a
sinh

a
2

t +
1
2

cosh
a
2

t

]
,

(46)

〈2|σ1|1〉 =
2iVod

a
cos 2Jt exp

(
−

bod

2
t

)
sinh

a
2

t, (47)

where a =
√

b2
od − 16V2

od .

To study the coherence, we provide plots of off-diagonal
elements, i.e., coherence in equilibrium and excited bath
state for both slow modulation and fast modulation limits
(Figure 10).

All the elements plotted above are imaginary in nature.
This can be understood from Eqs. (A1) and (A3). As pop-
ulation of each site is real, off-diagonal elements in equi-
librium and excited bath modes have to be imaginary. In
slow modulation limit described here, both the decays of
〈2|σ0 |1〉 and 〈2|σ1 |1〉 occur with the same rate. In fast modula-
tion limit or motional narrowing limit, 〈2|σ1 |1〉 decays more
rapidly than that of 〈2|σ0 |1〉. Hence one can conclude that
for correlated bath case, in slow modulation limit, both the
decays of equilibrium and excited bath modes occur in similar
time. However, in motional narrowing limit, the excited bath
modes decay more rapidly than that of the equilibrium bath
modes.

B. Uncorrelated bath case (diagonal fluctuation)

In the case of uncorrelated bath, the total number of cou-
pled equation of motion is large and we only provide plots
of off-diagonal elements in both slow modulation and fast
modulation limits, in Figure 11.

It is interesting to note that unlike the correlated bath case,
for uncorrelated bath case in both slow modulation limit and
motional narrowing limit, off-diagonal elements in equilib-
rium bath mode dominate over the off-diagonal element in the
excited bath modes. In slow modulation limit, the decay of the
off-diagonal element in both bath modes occurs in the same
rate. However, in the motional narrowing limit, the decay of
the off-diagonal element is so rapid that it is time invariant
(that is, decay has been complete) over the relevant time range
although the decay time of off-diagonal element in equilibrium
bath modes does not change.

Hence from both correlated and uncorrelated bath cases,
one can conclude that in slow modulation limit, both off-
diagonal element in equilibrium and excited bath modes are
responsible for the oscillation of OPF. However, in motional
narrowing limit, the contribution in oscillatory OPF arises
solely due to the off-diagonal element in equilibrium bath
modes.

FIG. 10. Off-diagonal elements are
plotted for the dimer problem against
time for correlated bath case. (a)
Propagation of off-diagonal elements
in equilibrium and excited bath modes
respectively in slow modulation limit
at J = 1, Vod = 0.5, and bod = 0.5. (b)
Propagation of off-diagonal elements
in equilibrium and excited bath modes,
respectively, in the fast modulation
limit at J = 1, Vod = 0.5, and bod = 5.
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FIG. 11. Off-diagonal elements are
plotted against time for the dimer
problem for uncorrelated bath case
(off-diagonal fluctuation) (a) imaginary
part of 〈2 |σ00 |1〉 and imaginary part
of 〈2 |σ11 |1〉 in slow modulation limit
at J = 1, Vod = 0.5, and bod = 0.5.
(b) Imaginary part of 〈2 |σ00 |1〉 and
imaginary part of 〈2 |σ11 |1〉 in fast
modulation limit at J = 1, Vod = 0.5,
and bod = 5.

IX. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON LINE SHAPE
AND ENERGY TRANSFER DYNAMICS

One of the major limitations of quantum stochastic Liou-
ville equation is that it cannot accurately account for the
temperature effects in the line shape and energy transfer
dynamics. This is because it cannot account for Boltzmann
energy distribution in the population distribution. The temper-
ature correction terms in QSLE were included by Kubo and
Tanimura.59,60

A part of the temperature effects can be included through
the amplitude (V ) and rate (b) of diagonal and off-diagonal
fluctuations. These effects are well-known and well-studied
and need not be discussed. We just mention that J can
have weaker temperature dependence than that of the terms
V and b. With increasing temperature, diagonal fluctuations
may increase rapidly, giving rise to broader line shape and
maximum intensity of all the peaks becomes lower.

On the other hand, energy transfer dynamics may
exhibit strong temperature dependence. At low tempera-
ture, fluctuations are slow and this could give rise to
long lived coherences and lead to coherent energy trans-
fer. With increase in temperature when rate of fluctuations
increases, one can expect a crossover to incoherent dynam-
ics and energy transfer may occur through incoherent hopping
mechanism.

X. TEMPERATURE CORRECTION OF QUANTUM
STOCHASTIC LIOUVILLE EQUATION AND INCLUSION
OF VIBRATIONAL MODES

In this section, we briefly discuss the effect of tempera-
ture and vibrational mode in exciton transfer dynamics and
analogous correction to QSLE equation as well as qualitative
analysis in presence of both.

A. Temperature correction of QSLE equation

Effect of temperature is a highly non-trivial thing in quan-
tum systems. The stochastic theory involves the fluctuation
of energy states but does not include damping or dissipation
term. Dissipation arises in addition to fluctuation because of
the interaction of system with heat bath. In equilibrium energy
balance occurs with the fluctuation-dissipation. The dissipa-
tion term does not appear in the stochastic Liouville equation as
it ignores energy transfer from the system to the bath. Hence
at finite temperature, system does not attain equilibrium at

long time limit. Throughout the work, we neglected the effect
of temperature. Here we first discuss the temperature correc-
tion of stochastic Liouville equation.59,60 Then we include
vibrational mode in that equation.

Tanimura and Kubo have considered bath as a collection
of harmonic oscillators which leads to a Gaussian modulation
of the system. They have used the Feynman–Vernon formalism
to reduce the density matrix for system degrees of freedom.
By assuming high-temperature and Markovian approximation
as well as the Drude form of the spectral density of bath oscil-
lators, they have obtained a set of equations of motion for the
reduced density matrix. The main difference between these
equations and the stochastic Liouville equation is that, in addi-
tion to the stochastic interaction term, it includes dissipation
term which is missing in the stochastic model. These two terms
are related through the fluctuation–dissipation theorem assur-
ing the equilibrium state of the system at finite temperature at
t → ∞.

Temperature corrected stochastic Liouville equation for
Gaussian modulation case can be written as follows:

∂σ (V,t)
∂t

=

[
−iH(t)x − b

∂

∂V

(
V +

∂

∂V

)
−

iβb
2

(
V +

∂

∂V

)
Vo

]
σ (V,t) , (48)

where H(t) = Hex + V (t) and V is a random variable for the
Gaussian modulation. First two terms on the right hand side
of Eq. (48) are the same as the QSLE equation. Here β = 1

kBT ,
Oof = Of + fO. The term associated with β is the reaction
of the system to the bath and considered as a temperature
correction term. This term leads the system to the thermal
equilibrium.

We present the set of coupled equation of motion
in hierarchy form using continued fractional approach as
follows:

∂σm

∂t
=−iHx

exσm − iV xσm+1 − i

(
V x −

βb
2

Vo
)
σm−1 −mbσm.

(49)

It is quite well known that truncation after second bath state
(i.e., considering only 0 and 1) in QSLE equation provides the
exact expression for Poisson bath or two state jump model.
The coupled equation of motion for correlated bath case can
be written as follows:
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∂σm

∂t
= −iHx

exσm − iVd

∞∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/2(δm+1,m′ + 2mδm−1,m′) × *
,

∑
k

|k〉 〈k |+
-

x

σm′

−
βVdbd

2

∞∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/22mδm−1,m′ × *
,

∑
k

|k〉 〈k |+
-

o

σm′ − iVod

∞∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/2(δm+1,m′ + 2mδm−1,m′) ×
*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σm′

−
βVodbod

2

∞∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/22mδm−1,m′ ×
*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

o

σm′ − mbσm. (50)

All the constant coefficients which depend upon the bath states are obtained from the expansion of reduced density matrix in the
eigenfunction of bath.45,58

B. Effect of vibrational mode on exciton transfer dynamics

Temperature effect on the dynamics is large in presence of vibrational mode. Consequently one needs to incorporate
the temperature effect and vibrational mode together to explain exciton transfer properly. In recent times, there have been several
interesting studies61,62 that consider the effect of vibrational mode on the exciton transfer dynamics.

If one considers the vibrational mode in the exciton transfer process, the above equation can be written as

∂σm

∂t
= −iHx

exσm − iVd

1∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/2(δm+1,m′ + 2mδm−1,m′) ×
*.
,

∑
k,ν

|k, ν〉 〈k, ν |+/
-

x

σm′

−
βVdbd

2

1∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/22mδm−1,m′ × *
,

∑
k

|k, ν〉 〈k, ν |+
-

o

σm′ − iVod

1∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/2(δm+1,m′ + 2mδm−1,m′)

×
*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k, ν〉
〈
l, ν′��

+///
-

x

σm′ −
βVodbod

2

1∑
m′=0

2m′−m−1/22mδm−1,m′ ×
*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k, ν〉
〈
l, ν′��

+///
-

o

σm′ − mbσm, (51)

where

Hx
ex =

∑
k,ν

[
ωk +

(
ν +

1
2

)
ε0

]
(|k, ν〉 〈k, ν |)x

+
∑

k,ν,l,v′
k,l

Jk,ν;l,v′,
(
|k, ν〉

〈
l, ν′��

)x (52)

and ε0 is the vibrational zero point energy; ν and ν′ are the
vibrational quantum number.

Using these above equations, one can study the effect
of vibrational mode on exciton transfer process. To study
the dynamics, one needs to consider the vibronic transition.
In this case, two coupling constants are important. For 0–0
vibronic transition, the coupling constant can be written as
J12e�S /2. However for 0–1 vibronic transition, the coupling
constant can be expressed as−J12

√
Se−S/2, where S is Huang-

Rhys factor. Here one can assume that system-bath interaction
terms or the fluctuation strength and rate of the fluctuation are
independent of the state of the vibrational mode. For uncorre-
lated bath case, all the fluctuations are uncorrelated and one
has to separately consider each fluctuating term (discussed in
Sec. VII).

Here we discuss briefly the effect of vibrational mode
on exciton transfer dynamics. In slow modulation limit when
bath fluctuation is quite small, vibrational mode effects on

large extent and oscillation decreases. Inclusion of vibrational
mode adds new pathways for energy transfer and followed
by the acceleration of the energy transfer dynamics. How-
ever in fast modulation limit when fluctuations are large,
vibrational mode has very small effect in accelerating the
dynamics, i.e., population dynamics more or less behave in
similar manner in presence and absence of vibration. With
increasing temperature, the contribution of vibrational mode
to the dynamics of exciton transfer decreases. In future, we
will study the effect of vibrational mode in energy transfer
dynamics using temperature corrected equation of motion and
the models will be appropriate to explain the exciton transfer
in photosynthetic complex and conjugate polymer in a great
detail.

XI. CONCLUSION

The present study investigates the nature of optical line
shape in both linear chains and cyclic two level discrete model
systems of different sizes, with both diagonal disorder and off-
diagonal disorder, in both slow and fast modulation limits. We
have studied the role of spatial correlations by considering two
extreme models of bath space dependent correlation, termed
as the correlated bath and the independent bath. Additionally,
we have calculated population transfer dynamics in the same
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systems in all the limits mentioned above. This allows us to
interrogate signatures of coherence in the line shape.

Among various system sizes investigated, we have
focused in this work on a (i) dimer, (ii) a linear chain of
tetramer, and (iii) a cyclic tetramer. Many of the features
observed are familiar from earlier line shape studies, such as
a crossover from a static modulation to a motional narrowing
limit with increase in the bath relaxation rate. There are, how-
ever, several new features arise from the extended nature of
the system. Let us summarize the main results of the work.

(1) First and foremost, coherence in the extended systems
of the type modeled here arises mostly from the pres-
ence of a constant inter-site coupling, denoted here by
J. That is, the matrix element J needs to be non-zero. An
interesting case arises when J is zero but off-diagonal
coupling between sites is slowly varying and large. We
discuss this point later.

(2) We have also discussed how one can analyze the nature
of the line shape using property of Toeplitz matrix. In
the absence of any fluctuations but with constant off-
diagonal coupling J, the Hamiltonian of the system is a
tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix. Now the eigenvalues of this
matrix in our special case are exactly known. Therefore,
we know exactly the peak positions of the line shape
that we obtain in the fast modulation limit. This identity
can be particularly useful because one can fit the peak
positions to obtain the value of the off-diagonal coupling
parameter J. Actually, this is the method used earlier to
obtain the values of J from experimental line shape of
a dimer. But to the best of our knowledge, this has not
been implemented in such a detail earlier for larger chain
or ring polymers.

(3) In the special and simple case of monomer, we observe a
single sharp Lorentzian peak in the fast modulation limit
(large bd). With decrease in bd , the line shape broad-
ens but one does not recover the Gaussian line shape in
contrast to the prediction of Kubo’s simple theory. This
suggests that Kubo’s theory, based on cumulant expan-
sion, may not be effective in the case of Poisson bath
and for mixed quantum-classical systems. In the latter
case, the bath statistics experienced by the system may
be significantly non-Gaussian, as discussed long time
ago by Oxtoby.17

(4) In the extreme slow modulation limit, the system-bath
coupling can act as an additional promoter of coherence
between the sites and as a result the spacing between the
peaks becomes larger than that given by J via Toeplitz
matrix eigenvalues. Interestingly, in limiting cases, the
number of peaks can be greater than the total num-
ber of sites. In this interesting limit, a fewer peaks
are observed for uncorrelated bath than that of corre-
lated bath case, because the presence of large number
of uncorrelated baths effectively destroys the mixing
between the states. Therefore, spatially correlated and
uncorrelated baths show profoundly different behav-
iors in this limit. Such effects are particularly important
when the average off-diagonal coupling J is very small
or zero but the fluctuating element (Vod) is large.

(5) In the fast modulation limit or the motional narrowing
limit, coherence in the system due to the constant inter-
site coupling (J) can be destroyed by fluctuations arising
from bath degrees of freedom. Hence splitting of the
peaks or number of the peaks for linear system follows
the total number of sites and for cyclic system one can
observe cyclic symmetry in the number of peaks. In this
limit, both spatially correlated and uncorrelated baths
show similar line shapes.

(6) In the slow modulation limit, correlated and uncorre-
lated bath cases exhibit profoundly different behaviors
both in OPF and in line shape. In this limit, bath plays
a crucial role to enhance the coherence and/or increase
the oscillatory dynamics.

(7) In the fast modulation limit or motional narrowing
limit, bath fluctuation reduces coherence and popula-
tion transfer dynamics shows less oscillatory behavior.
For both linear and cyclic models, we observe similar
population transfer dynamics for correlated and uncor-
related baths. Also the intensities of the peaks are higher
than that in the slow modulation case.

(8) We have investigated existence of coherence in a dimer
system in the presence of both correlated and uncorre-
lated bath cases, in both slow and fast modulation limits.
In the slow modulation limit for the correlated bath
case, we have observed that the decay of off-diagonal
elements in both equilibrium and excited bath modes
occurs with the same rate. However, in the fast mod-
ulation limit, off-diagonal element in the excited bath
modes decays more rapidly than those in equilibrium
bath mode. The situation is somewhat different in the
case of uncorrelated bath in slow modulation limit. Here
the off-diagonal elements in the equilibrium bath mode
dominate over the off-diagonal elements in the excited
bath mode, although the decay occurs in same time.
However, in motional narrowing limit, the decay of off-
diagonal element in excited bath mode is so rapid that
it remains essentially zero in the relevant time range
where equilibrium mode decays.

(9) A well-known limitation of QSLE is its inability to relax
the system to the Boltzmann energy distribution and
hence its limitation in describing effects of tempera-
ture. With increasing temperature, diagonal fluctuations
may increase rapidly consequently line shape becomes
broad and maximum intensity of all the peaks decreases.
For photosynthetic system, the site energy difference is
comparable to thermal energy and hence temperature
effect is quite significant. When temperature is low, exci-
ton transport follows coherent dynamics. However, with
increase in the temperature, transition from coherent
to incoherent dynamics is expected. This can be sim-
ilarly explained by the temperature dependence of all
the parameters. Thus, QSLE can incorporate tempera-
ture effects indirectly through all the parameters used in
this work.

We now discuss the relevance of our theoretical study to a
few recent experimental observations. First, let us point out that
the theory predicts that with increasing number of sites in the
system, the intensity of each peak decreases in a certain definite
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fashion (which is apparent from the Toeplitz matrix and which
is proper to compare only within a particular type of model).
This suggests that our theory can be used to explain, at this
stage qualitatively, the experimental results of Donehue et al.39

who have observed that with increasing the ring size, system-
bath coupling weakens and intra-molecular coupling increases
due to large delocalization of exciton in synthetic cyclic light
harvesting pigment. In our study, we have also observed that
with increase in ring size intensity decreases. In our model, this
decrease happens due to the delocalization of the wave func-
tion that is the same as observed by Donehue et al. This can
be interpreted as an increase of effective coupling between the
sites and a decrease of system-bath interaction. This exchange
narrowing effect is not new. In this study, we have highlighted
how the line shape behavior changes with increasing the sys-
tem size (site number). For this reason, we have compared the
result with the observation of Donehue et al. They have inves-
tigated only for cyclic system. In our study for both cyclic and
linear system we have observed with increasing system size
the intensities of the line shapes decrease due to the increase
in effective inter-site coupling. In this case with increasing
system size, delocalization increases and line shapes become
narrowed.

In several important studies, first Zewail et al. and subse-
quently Scholes et al.35,36 observed splitting of the absorption
band for dimer tetra-chloro benzene and dimer naphthalene,
respectively. This can also be explained from the present theory
as we also find, for the dimer system in the fast modula-
tion limit, appearance of two well-separated peaks. As men-
tioned above, we can invoke the analytical result via Toeplitz
matrix to obtain an estimate of coupling parameter J. We hope
to address in a future work a detailed comparison between
the theory developed here and the available experimental
results. We have also explained the effect of temperature and

vibrational mode in the excitionic equation of motion which
can be used in future to study the real photosynthetic system
and conjugated polymer in a detailed manner.

The present study needs to be generalized in several dif-
ferent directions because models employed here are rather ide-
alistic in the sense that Haken-Strobl-Reineker-Silbey Hamil-
tonian ignores static disorder that could be prevalent in real
systems (like in conjugated polymers). First, it may be worth-
while to study the effects of static or quenched randomness in
the energy of the two level systems on both the exciton migra-
tion process and the optical line shape. Second, the effect of
static randomness in the static off-diagonal coupling J can be
quite interesting to investigate. These problems may be stud-
ied partly by using random Toeplitz matrix which itself is a
problem of much current interest. The static randomness in
both diagonal and off-diagonal energies brings this problem
close to that of Anderson localization. It will be worthwhile to
study effects of dynamic disorder in these problems.
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APPENDIX A: COUPLED EQUATION OF MOTION
FOR CORRELATED BATH CASE FOR DIMER SYSTEM

Here we provide the coupled equations of motion for
correlated bath case given as follows:

〈1| σ̇0 |1〉 = iJ 〈1| σ0 |2〉 − iJ 〈2| σ0 |1〉 + iVod 〈1| σ1 |2〉 − iVod 〈2| σ1 |1〉 , (A1)

〈1| σ̇1 |1〉 = iJ 〈1| σ1 |2〉 − iJ 〈2| σ1 |1〉 + iVod 〈1| σ0 |2〉 − iVod 〈2| σ0 |1〉 − b 〈1| σ1 |1〉 , (A2)

〈2| σ̇0 |2〉 = −iJ 〈1| σ0 |2〉 + iJ 〈2| σ0 |1〉 − iVod 〈1| σ1 |2〉 + iVod 〈2| σ1 |1〉 , (A3)

〈2| σ̇1 |2〉 = −iJ 〈1| σ1 |2〉 + iJ 〈2| σ1 |1〉 − iVod 〈1| σ0 |2〉 + iVod 〈2| σ0 |1〉 − bod 〈2| σ1 |2〉 , (A4)

〈1| σ̇0 |2〉 = −iJ 〈2| σ0 |2〉 + iJ 〈1| σ0 |1〉 − iVod 〈2| σ1 |2〉 + iVod 〈1| σ1 |1〉 , (A5)

〈1| σ̇1 |2〉 = −iJ 〈2| σ1 |2〉 + iJ 〈1| σ1 |1〉 − iVod 〈2| σ0 |2〉 + iVod 〈1| σ0 |1〉 − bod 〈1| σ1 |2〉 , (A6)

〈2| σ̇0 |1〉 = iJ 〈2| σ0 |2〉 − iJ 〈1| σ0 |1〉 + iVod 〈2| σ1 |2〉 − iVod 〈1| σ1 |1〉 , (A7)

〈2| σ̇1 |1〉 = iJ 〈2| σ1 |2〉 − iJ 〈1| σ1 |1〉 + iVod 〈2| σ0 |2〉 − iVod 〈1| σ0 |1〉 − bod 〈2| σ1 |1〉 . (A8)

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF COUPLED EQUATION OF MOTION FOR LINEAR TETRAMER
WITH UNCORRELATED BATH AND DIAGONAL FLUCTUATION

We provide a glimpse of the steps to obtain Eq. (43) from Eq. (42). For linear 4 sites model QSLE can be written as follows
(considering only diagonal fluctuation):

∂σ

∂t
= −

i
~

[H(t),σ] + Γ1σ + Γ2σ + Γ3σ + Γ4σ, (B1)
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where Γ1, Γ2,Γ3, and Γ4 are the stochastic diffusion oper-
ator for V11, V22, V33, and V44 (four diagonal elements),
respectively.

Next step is the expansion of the reduced density matrix
in eigenfunctions of Γ1, Γ2, Γ3, and Γ4 as,

σ =
∑

j,m,n,p

σjmnp
���b

1
j

〉 ���b
2
m

〉 ���b
3
n

〉 ���b
4
p

〉
, (B2)

where ���b
1
j

〉
, ���b

2
m

〉
, ���b

3
n

〉
, and ���b

4
p

〉
represent the jth bath state of the

diffusion operator Γ1, mth bath state of the diffusion operator

Γ2, nth bath state of the diffusion operator Γ3, and pth bath
state of the diffusion operator Γ4, respectively.

Eigenvalue of the diffusion operator Γ1 can be written as
follows:

Γ1
���b

1
j

〉
= Ej

���b
1
j

〉
. (B3)

Eigenvalue of the other diffusion operators can be defined in
similar fashion.

Substituting Eq. (B2) and eigenvalue equations into Eq.
(B1), we obtain (considering ~ = 1)

∑
j,m,n,p

∂σjmnp

∂t
|bj〉|bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉 = −iHx

tot

∑
j,m,n,p

σjmnp |bj〉 |bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉 +
∑

j,m,n,p

Ejσjmnp |bj〉 |bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉

+
∑

j,m,n,p

Emσjmnp |bj〉 |bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉 +
∑

j,m,n,p

Enσjmnp |bj〉 |bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉

+
∑

j,m,n,p

Epσjmnp |bj〉 |bm〉 |bn〉 |bp〉. (B4)

After that replacing the full Hamiltonian (Eqs. (7) and (9)) into Eq. (B4) and followed by the multiplication with
〈bj′ | 〈bm′ | 〈bn′ | 〈bp′ |, we obtain

∂σjmnp

∂t
= −iHx

s σjmnp − i
∑

j′

〈
bj′

��� V11 (t) ���bj

〉 *
,

∑
k

|k〉 〈k |+
-

x

σj′mnp − i
∑
m′
〈bm′ | V22 (t) |bm〉

*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σjm′np

− i
∑

n′
〈bn′ | V33 (t) |bn〉

*...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σjmn′p − i
∑

p′

〈
bp′

��� V44 (t) ���bp

〉 *...
,

∑
k,l
k,l

|k〉 〈l |
+///
-

x

σjmnp′ + Ejσjmnp

+ Emσjmnp + Enσjmnp + Epσjmnp. (B5)

For Poisson bath, Γ can be expressed as 2× 2 matrix as follows:

Γ =

*....
,

−
b
2

b
2

b
2
−

b
2

+////
-

. (B6)

Eigenvalues of Γ are 0 and �b. All the diagonal fluctuations
have the following matrix elements in the eigenfunctions of
diffusion operator as follows:

〈bi | Vd (t) |bj〉 = Vd , where i, j,

〈bi | Vd (t) |bi〉 = 0.
(B7)

The above Eq. (B7) is true for all the diagonal elements. Now
inserting the eigenvalues of diffusion operator and Eq. (B7)
into Eq. (B5) we obtain Eq. (43).
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